WHAT IS INSPIRED LIVING - NOW?
You most likely already know that many people are
struggling with all the shifts and changes in these turbulent
times. People are off balance and don't know how to cope
with all the changes coming at them. Because the challenges
coming at us today have not been experienced in recent
generations, people don't know who or where to turn to for
reliable help.
What we do is teach, coach and counsel people to break free of worry, disappointment,
regrets and the past. We inspire and empower them so that they can access their authentic
selves, internal wisdom, life purpose, vision and supportive beliefs.
We do this by sharing inspired living principles for true prosperity, and tools, which when,
effectively applied, help people achieve the life they truly desire and deserve.
As we see it, the principles of "Inspired Living" are the stepping stones (means) to the
ultimate objective: "True Prosperity."
As a result people regain balance, greater self-worth, increased confidence and
enthusiasm, and renewed zeal and joy for life. They achieve worthy goals, a greater sense
of well-being and true prosperity.
OUR INTENTION
To make a discernible contribution to increasing the true prosperity of all people by
contributing to the shift in abundance consciousness.
OUR PURPOSE
The purpose of Inspired Living is to support and encourage you to create "true prosperity."
The way we do this is:
 To encourage, empower and inspire others, in these transformational times, to
realize health, abundance, meaning and to create the life they desire through
Inspired Living.

To inform and educate fellow travelers on life's path regarding the truth of their
nature as spiritual beings in a world of spirit.

To provide insight and skills that people can learn and apply in order to transform
their thinking and consciousness so they can create the life they desire and deserve.
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